Wiring One Xi800.4 to One Pair Exile Tower Speakers

Below is the best way to hook up one Xi800.4 to power one pair of Exile tower speakers. The Xi800.4 is a four channel amplifier that will also operate in “Bridged 2CH” configuration. This essentially makes the Xi800.4 a very powerful two channel amp that delivers maximum performance.

**TERMINAL SIDE**

![Amplifier terminal diagram]

4 gauge power and ground required.

Left Speaker

Right Speaker

**SIGNAL SIDE**

![Amplifier signal diagram]

Bass Boost set to 0dB

Front and Rear Config set to HP

Right RCA goes to Rear Right

Left RCA goes to Front Left

Front and Rear Crossovers: Turn both knobs clockwise 20 clicks from 20 Hz (fully turned counter clockwise).

Input Selector set to 2CH
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